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100% Nylon Hook 

100% Nylon Loop 

100% Nylon Hook 

100% Nylon Loop 

Polyester Nylon Hook 

Polyester Nylon Loop 

6130-0110 
Name: 100% Nylon Hook Class A+++ 
Specification: 2SMM (Width range: 16MM-150MM) 
Material: 100% Nylon 
Feature: It's made of special nylon materials by intensive weaving. It's durable and has 
strong adhesion. It's certified by OE KO-TEX®. 
Color: Customized colors are available. 
Application: Shoes, apparel, hat, household products, medical products, sports products, etc. 

, 6130-0130 
Name: 100% Nylon Loop Class A+++ 
Specification: 2SMM {Width range: 16MM-1SOMM) 
Material: 100% Nylon 
Feature: It's made of special nylon materials by intensive weaving. It's durable and has strong 
adhesion. It's certified by OEKO-TEX®. 
Color: Customized colors are available. 
Application: shoes, apparel, hat, household products, medical products, sports products, etc 

6130-0018 
Name: 100% Nylon Hook Class A 
Specification: 25MM (Width range: 16MM-150MM) 
Material: 100% Nylon 
Feature: It's made of 100% nylon, durable and has strong adhesion. It's cert 巾ed by OE KO-TEX®

Color: Customized colors are available. 
Application: Shoes, apparel, hat, household products, medical products, sports products, etc. 

6130-0032 
Name: 100% Nylon Loop Class A 
Specification: 25MM (Width range: 16MM-150MM) 
Material: 100% Nylon 
Feature: It's made of 100% nylon, durable and has strong adhesion. It's certified by OEKO-TEX®. 
Color: Customized colors are available. 
Application: shoes, apparel, hat, household products, medical products, sports products, etc. 

6130-3054 
Name: Polyester Nylon Hook Class B+ 
Specification: 25MM {Width range: 16MM-150MM) 
Material: Polyester and Nylon 
Feature: It's ;.,ade of polyester and nylon blended material. The closure side is made of nylon 
and the outer side is made of polyester. Its adhesion strength is close to 100% nylon hook, but 
it is cheaper than the nylon hook. It is certified by OE K O -TEX®

Color: Customized colors are available. 
Application: Shoes, apparel, hat, household products, etc. 
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6130 -3089 
Name: Polyester Nylon Loop Class B+ 
Specification: 25MM (Width range: 16MM-150MM) 
Material: Polyester and Nylon 
Feature: It's �ade of polyester and nylon blended material. The closure side is made of nylon 
and the outer side is made of polyester. Its adhesion strength is close to 100% nylon hook, but 
it fs cheaper than the nylon hook. It is certified by OE KO-TEX®

Color: Customized colors are available. 
Application: shoes, apparel, hat, household products, etc. 
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Polyester Nylon Hook 

Polyester Nylon Loop 

100% Polyester Hook 
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100% Polyester Loop 

100% Nylon Fire Retardant Hook 

100% Nylon Fire Retardant Loop 

6130-3058 

Name: Polyester Nylon Hook Class B 

Specification: 25MM (Width range: 16MM-150MM) 

Material: Polyester and Nylon 

Feature: It's made of 100% polyester, economical, with moderate adhesion strength. 

Color: Customized colors are available. 

Application: Shoes, apparel, hat, household products, curtain etc. 

6130-3092 

Name: Polyester Nylon Loop Class B 

Specification: 25MM (Width range: 16MM-150MM) 

Material: Polyester and Nylon 

Feature: It's made of polyester and nylon blended material. The closure side is made of nylon 
and the outer side is made of polyester. Its adhesion strength is close to 100% nylon loop tape 
with lower cost. It is certified by OE KO-TEX®. 

Color: Customized colors are available. 

Application: Shoes, apparel, hat, household products, curtain etc 

6130-6030 

Name: 100% Polyester Hook Class C 

Specification: 25MM (Width range: 16MM-150MM) 

Material: 100% Polyester 

Feature: It's made of 100% polyester and has moderate adhesion strength. It is cheap with 
guaranteed quality. 

Color: Customized colors are available. 

Application: Shoes, hat, household products, curtain, toys etc 

6130-6005 

Name: 100% Polyester Loop Class C 

Specification: 2SMM (Width range: 16MM-150MM) 

Material: 100% Polyester 

Feature: It's made of 100% polyester, and has moderate adhesion strength. It is cheap with 
guaranteed quality. 

Color: Customized colors are available. 

Application: Shoes, hat, household products, curtain, toys etc 

6131-9020 

Name: Fire Retardant Hook 

Specification: 2SMM {Width range: 16MM-150MM) 

Material: 100% Nylon 

Feature: It's treated with flame retardant additives, washable, nonhypergolic, and 
extinguishes naturally when out of flame source. It's durable and has strong adhesion. 

Application: Aircraft and ships, automotive seat interiors, home textiles, firefighting 
equipment and other civil and industrial supplies that require fire protection. 

6131-9020 

Name: Fire Retardant Loop 

Specification: 2SMM (Width range: 16MM-150MM) 

Material: 100% Nylon 

Feature: It's treated with flame retardant additives, washable, nonhypergolic, and 
extinguishes naturally when out of flame source. It's durable and has strong adhesion. 

Application: Aircraft and ships, automotive seat interiors, home textiles, firefighting 
equipment and other civil and industrial supplies that require fire protection. 
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100% Nylon Mushroom Hook 

100% Nylon Un-Napped Loop 

100% Nylon New Un-Napped Loop 

Self Gripping Hook & Loop 
(One Sided Hook and Loop) 

100% Nylon Soft Hook 

100% Nylon Back to Back Hook and Loop 

_l 

6131-9132 
Name: 100% Nylon Mushroom Hook 
Specification: 20MM (Width range: 16MM-150MM) 
Material: 100% Nylon 
Feature: Mushroom_ Ho?k Tape i_s d_e�igne� for minimal _cycles but provides an extremely high
peel & sheer strength when used with regular or woven loops. 
Application: It's designed for applications where opening & closing is rare or where super
strong bond is needed, like curtains, power tools, straps, and other scenes where need high 
adhesion. 

6131-9106 
Name: Un-napped Loop 
Specification: 25MM (Width range: 16MM-100MM) 
Material: 100% Nylon 
Feature: It's made of high strength nylon material by intensive weaving, has high closure 
strength and long service life. It is not easy to nap. 
Application: Sportswear, down」ackets, sports shoes, belts, outdoors and medical products 

6131-9133 
Name: New Unnapped Loop 
Specification: 25MM (Width range: 16MM-100MM) 
Material: 100% Nylon 
Feature: It's made of high-strength extra fine nylon material by intensive weaving. It's soft, 
with strong adhesion and long-lasting. There will be no napping. 
Application: For applications requiring a higher cycle life and lower peel and shear strength, 
like children wear, sportswear, sports shoes, outdoors products 

6131-9093 
Name: Self Gripping Hook & Loop(One Sided Hook and Loop) 
Specification: 25MM (Width range: 16MM-100MM) 
Material: 100% Nylon 
Feature: This product weaves hooks and loops on the same side through a special weaving 
�ethod. No more lint and a soft-to-touch tape! Ideal for any application when a self-engaging 
fastener is required, this product offers a one piece solution. It is highly practical and ca-n be 
easily sewn on. 
Application: apparel, shoes, straps, etc. 

6131-9134 
Name: 100% Nylon Soft Hook 
Specification: 25MM {Width range: 16MM-100MM} 
Material: 100% Nylon 
Fea_ture: The hook is woven with fine nylon monofilaments and compound yarns, so its
surface is very soft, compared with the standard hook. It has the characteristics of weakened 
initial adhesion, better durability and longer service life. 
Application: It's designed for skin friendly device with easy peel, like blood pressure 
monitors, belts, and children's clothing, also widely seen in sports braces, yoga and gym 
mats. 

6131-9007 
Name: 100% Nylon Back to Back Hook and Loop 
Specification: 25MM (Width range: 16MM-100MM) 
Material: 100% Nylon 
Feature: It's hook on one side and loop on the other side, create an easy-to-use, strong, 
reusable strap or tie. It's designed for wrapping application, simply cut to desired length and 
wrap around target item. It can be cut into any sizes and shapes. t, 
Application: PC cables, charger wires, headphone wires and industrial cables, mostly used in 
car industry, household products, straps, garden industry, etc. 
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100% Nylon Napped Loop 

100% Nylon Hair Grip Pad 

Elastic Loop 

L 

6131-9115 
Name: 100% Nylon Napped Loop 
Specification: 25MM (Width range: 16MM-150MM) 
Material: 100% Nylon 
�eature: It is made of special nylon materials and woven by napped technique. It is soft and
feels good, with moderate adhesion. 
Application: Sports wear, compound hook and loop, medical products, labels, etc

6131-9135 
Name: Hair Grip Pad/Hair Holding Sticker 
Specification: 25MM (Width range: 2SMM-100MM) 
Material: 100% Nylon 
Feature: It's made of 100% nylon and woven by special technique, breathable and soft, and 
can provide moderate styling effect, suitable for female hair DIY and curly ha兀

Application: Magic Hair tool to help with hair styling. Holds all hair types. Works best with dry 
hair, suitable for both male and female use, salon barber or personal home use. 

6131-9021 
Name: Elastic Loop 
Specification: 25MM (Width range: 20MM-150MM) 
Material: Nylon, latex yarns 
Features: The loop is made of high-quality nylon yarns and imported latex raw materials. It 
has good air permeability and moderate elasticity. The tensile ratio can be adjusted according 
to the customer's request. 
Application: Medical equipment, rehabilitation supplies, sports kits, outdoor products, storm 
jackets, hiking suits, etc. 

6131-9136 
Name: High-Density Elastic Hook and Loop Tape- Loop Side 
Specification: 38MM (Width range: 20MM-150MM) 
Material: Nylon, latex yarns 
Features: The loop with high density is woven with high-quality nylon yarns and imported 
latex raw materials. It has high resilience, durable and-lint-free, has long-life service 
Application: medical equipment, rehab山tation supplies, sports kits, outdoor products, storm 
jackets, h如ng suits, etc. 

High-Density Elastic Hook and Loop 
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6131-9137 
Name: Non-Elastic Knitted Loop 
Specification: 38MM (Width range: 20MM-200MM} 
Material: Nylon and Polyester 
F.
eatu��s: It!� ma�e of high�s�rengt�-PET monofilament. It has high hair, high peeling

strength a�d is not easy to deform. Flame retardant and waterproof treatm;nt� can be carried
out according to  customer requirements. 
Application: Car seats 
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Non-Elastic Knitted Loop 
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Molded Hook for Diapers 

6131-9140 
Name: Molded Hook for Diapers 
Specification: 20MM (Width range: 20MM-300MM) 
Material: 100% Nylon 
Features: It's environmental protection, pollution-free, has smooth edge to avoid scratching skin. 
Application: Diapers 

100% Nylon Molded Hook Type 2 

100% Nylon Molded Hook Type 3 

100% Nylon Molded Hook Type 4 
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100% Nylon Molded Hook Type 10 

Molded Hook Type 4 

6131-9138 
Name: Molded Hook Type 2 
Specification: 20MM (Width range: 20MM-300MM) 
Color: Black, white, colored 
Material: 100% Nylon 
Features: The hook is extruded with high-strength nylon. Suitable for matching with napped 
cloth and fine soft loop fabric. 
Application: Mostly used in garments, sphygmomanometers, sports equipment, etc. 

6131-9046 
Name: 100% Nylon Molded Hook Type 3 
Specification: 20MM (Width range: 20MM-300MM) 
Color: Black, white, colored 
Material: 100% Nylon 
Features: The hook is extruded with high-strength nylon, it's suitable for matching with 
woven, knitted or nonwoven loop fabrics(napped, brushed). 
Application: Mostly used in gloves, sports wear, sports equipment, etc. 
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6131-9086 
Name: 100% Nylon Molded Hook Type 4 
Specification: 20MM (Width range: 20MM-300MM) 
Color: Black, white, colored 
Material: 100% Nylon 
Features: The hook is extruded with high-strength nylon, It's suitable for matching with 
woven, knitted or nonwoven loop fabrics(napped, brushed). 

- .
Application: Mostly used in children's shoes, tents, gloves, outdoor products and so on. 

6131-9152 
Name: 100% Nylon Molded Hook Type 10 
Specification: 20MM (Width range: 20MM-300MM) 
Color: Black, white, colored 
Material: Nylon 
Features: The hook is extruded with high-strength nylon. It has large hook, suitable for 
matching with woven, knitted or nonwoven loop fabrics. 
Application: Mostly used in outdoor products, industrial products, etc. 
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6131-9151 
Name: 100% Nylon Flame Retardant Molded Hook Type 4 
Specification: 20MM (Width range: 20MM-300MM) 
Color: Black, white, colored 
Material: 100% Nylon 
Features: The hook is extruded with high-strength nylon, it has sup�r flame

_
r�tardance,

suitable for matching with woven, knitted or nonwoven loop fabrics(napped, brushed)
Application: Fire protection products, interior textiles, automotive textiles, etc.
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Self-adhesfve Die-cut Hook and Loop 

6131-20498 

Name: Self-adhesive Die-cut Hook and Loop Dots Class B+ with Transparent Base 

Specification: 25MM 

Material: Polyester and Nylon 

Features: The back of the adhesive tape is coated with a layer of EVA hot melt glue, which 
provides an easy solution to adhere to most surface， 丿ust simply peel and stick. 

Suitable Temperature: -20°C-70°C 

Application: Household, daily necessities, anti-mosquito nets 

6131-2049 

Name: Self-adhesive Die-cut Hook and Loop Dots Class B+ with Paper Base 

Specification: 25MM 

Material: Polyester and Nylon 

Features: The back of the adhesive tape is coated with a layer of EVA hot melt glue, which 
provides an easy solution to adhere to most surface, just simply peel and stick 

Suitable Temperature: -20°C-70°C 

Application: Household, daily necessities, anti-mosquito nets. 
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Self-adhesive Hook and Loop 

6131-0003 

Name: Self-adhesive Hook and Loop Tape Class A with Paper Base 

Specification: 25MM 

Material: 100% Nylon 

Features: The back of the adhesive tape is coated with a layer of EVA hot melt glue, which 
provides an easy solution to adhere to most surface, just simply peel and stick. It's 100% 
made of nylon, which is durable. 

Suitable Temperature: -20°C-70°C 

Application: Stationery supplies, packaging materials, toys, curtains, household items, etc. 
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::>e1r-aanes1ve Hook and Loop 
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6131-1052 

Name: Self-adhesive Hook and Loop Tape Class B+ with Paper Base 
Specification: 25MM 

Material: Polyester and Nylon 

Features: The back of the adhesive tape is coated with a layer of EVA hot melt glue, which
provides an easy solution to adhere to most surface, just simply peel and stick. Both closure 
sides are made of nylon which are durable. 

Suitable Temperature: -20°C-70°C 

Application: Stationery supplies, packaging materials, toys, curtains, household items, etc. 

6131-1003 

Name: Self-adhesive Hook and Loop Tape Class B with Paper Base 
Specification: 25MM 

Material: Polyester, Nylon 

Features: The back of the adhesive tape is coated with a layer of EVA hot melt glue, which 
provides an easy solution to adhere to most surface, just simply peel and stick. The hook 
closure side is made of nylon which is durable. 

Suitable Temperature: -20°C习0°C

Application: Stationery supplies, packaging materials, toys, curtains, household items, etc. 
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High Frequency Welding Hook 

6131-9141 

Name: High Frequency Welding Hook 

Specification: 25MM (Width range:16MM-150MM) 

Material: 100% Nylon 

Features: A special coating is added to the back of 
the high-frequency adhesive tapes, which can be 
quickly and strongly bonded to the surface of the 
target by high-frequency voltage. It has excellent 
adhesion to PVC materials and has long-lasting 
water resistance. 

Application: Raincoats, storm jackets, qutdoors, 
etc. 

6131-9110 

Name: Hook & Loop Tie Tape 

High Frequency Welding Loop 

6131-9142 

`l 

Name: High Frequency Welding Loop 
Specification: 25MM (Width range:16MM-150MM) 

Material: 100% Nylon 

Features: It is coated with a special coating, and 
the high-frequency voltage can make it fast and 
effectively bonded to the target surface and can 
be used without sewing. It has good adhesion to 
PVC materials and has certain waterproofness. 

Application: Raincoats, storm jackets, outdoors, 
etc. 

Specification: 12MM*l50MM/12MM*200MM (Width range: 12MM, lSMM Length: 

lSOMM, 180MM, 200MM, 250MM, 300MM, 330MM) 

Material: Nylon 

Features: It's self-adhesive, has high peeling strength and flat tensile strength, 

and the more you pull, the tighter. 

Application: storm」ackets, outdoor products, etc. 

6131-9042 

Name: Cuff Hook and Loop Fastener 

Specification: 88*30MM 

Material: TPU 
Features: It is made of TPU material through the special injection molding 

machine, It is generally used in outdoor clothing cuffs, has long service life and 

waterproof effect. 

Application: Storm jacket, raincoat, outdoor clothing. 
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